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(Angel speaking: ) We get to be fathers and mothers of the children sent to earth. We get to design 

them, and love each other to create a new life. Why are there so many children born on Earth? There’s 

lots of Heavenly creativity and Heavenly sex and joining of soul with soul going on.  

We are pumping out the little ones like crazy, and these souls are forming a team in the Heavenlies, as 

they are expelled from the wicked world. We get creative to form a little one, and see that it’s placed in 

a certain body, and then we are there to take its spirit up to a place of growing. We remain that child’s 

parents, the partners that join in forming a special soul. 

Sometimes babies see us, those who had a special hand in forming the particular way they are, 

according to the Lord’s gifts granted and the overall plan. 

No baby is just suddenly formed. It takes the joining of a Heavenly team as well as a human team. Flesh 

and spirit.  

So who joined to love and help form your children? You’ll find out one day.  

This (baby) looks a bit like me, and so do your other children take on the looks and slight appearance of 

the ones who joined in Holy union to create them and place them within you. 

When you joined in loving action with your mate, more than the physical occurred, it was a joining of 

the spirits as well, and the little one was born out of Heaven and placed in your womb. The creation and 

forming of their spirit’s attributes and gifts and talents were done ahead of time, of course. God’s plan 

will be performed. 

And if and when they leave this world, early or late, we, their Heavenly parents bear them and carry 

them through the next stage of maturing, if they enter as but a child. 

There’s lots of sex going on Up Here, and the fruits are born on Earth.  

Take the example of Mary with Baby Jesus, the union was with God Himself, and the use of a man was 

not needed, as a sign that it would be only from the Lord of Heaven. 

But usually, it takes four, the human team that unites, as well as the spiritual ones.  

On Earth as it is in Heaven. 

[Later: ] 

(Jesus speaking: ) That’s how the barren woman can keep house (Psalm 113:7-9), and the dry tree 

eunuch can bear fruit unto God (Isa 56:3-5)—when they get to do it in Heaven and play their part in the 

forming of little new lives. It’ll go on throughout the history of this world.  

[scripture insert: ] 

ISA.56:3 Neither let the son of the stranger, that hath joined himself to the LORD, speak, saying, The LORD hath utterly 
separated me from his people: neither let the eunuch say, Behold, I am a dry tree. 

ISA.56:4 For thus saith the LORD unto the eunuchs that keep my sabbaths, and choose the things that please me, and 
take hold of my covenant; 

ISA.56:5 Even unto them will I give in mine house and within my walls a place and a name better than of sons and of 
daughters: I will give them an everlasting name, that shall not be cut off. 

PSA.113:7 He raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and lifteth the needy out of the dunghill; 

PSA.113:8 That he may set him with princes, even with the princes of his people. 

PSA.113:9 He maketh the barren woman to keep house, and to be a joyful mother of children. Praise ye the LORD. 

 



[Message continues:] 

Now, mind you, it’s not only the good guys doing it, but the wicked one is allowed to sow his tares 

(Matthew 13:24-30), his “sons of belial” (2 Corinthians 6:14-18; 2 Samuel 23:6-7) the “mingled seed” of 

Daniel chapter 2. The good and the evil are literally growing up together. And so the war on infants is 

really the war against the team of Jesus by satan. Through the birth canal come new ones for God’s 

army.  

Can you think of a weaker wimp and coward? To just fight the babies? Sounds like Pharaoh, and Herod 

and all the others who played out the coward’s part on Earth stage, to exterminate the little guys. But 

the spirit made in Heaven didn’t die when their body did. They live on to grow in a Heavenly place, to be 

given a new chance to “inherit the earth” (Matthew 5:5; Psalm 25:12-13; 37:9,11).  

Wonder who is going to be populating the new world after the millennium? There’s a good chance that 

many of those whose lives were cut short—and whose Heavenly parents weren’t able to see them 

through Earth school then—will get their chance in the era after the next. Meanwhile, they’ll keep 

learning and be parented from their dear ones in Paradise. 

A baby expelled means an angel expelled to go and raise it in the other realm. 

Get it? Why does satan wish to exterminate little ones? Because the caring team that is bound to care 

for that little one also goes. In kicking out a child that is from Heaven, the wicked wolf sees that’s his 

way to get rid of the winged ones looking after it.  

He knows how very infinitesimal he actually is, and won’t go after the big guys, they are far too in charge 

and powerful and will whip his hide raw. So he goes for the little ones, wimp that he is. 

But the plan is not dismissed. The plan of Earth takeover is still going to happen.  

Who gets to ride the big white horses? Maybe some of the “expellees” who learned their lessons well, 

the children whose lives were ended get to come and say, “Were back! And this time YOU lose, satan, 

child- and God-hater; and we are not going to be easy on you, wicked foul, blood-craving devourer.” 

They will be vicious and claim back the world they were denied a chance to live in, and help reconstruct 

things and set them up good and right.  

 


